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FOREWORD

In today’s world, the only constant is change itself. And no other region has seen

change, truly transformational change, like Asia. We are in the midst of the great
digital revolution with an explosion of options for smart devices, social media
interactions and ecommerce transactions. The beneficiary of this continuing progress
is clearly the digital consumer. While this metamorphosis has greatly enabled and
empowered consumers, it has also challenged the effectiveness of businesses in the
way they communicate and market to the modern, savvy digital consumer.
Organizations now increasingly find themselves having to focus on consumer
centricity in a bid to outperform and stand out against their competitors. For
marketers, therein lies the need to go beyond grasping industry trends and best
practices, to understanding the behavior, preferences and needs of consumers. That
is why the Digital Consumer View report is important. It presents a true on-the-ground
view of consumer sentiment in relation to digital marketing and helps marketers better
align and optimize their marketing strategies.
Asia clearly represents one of the most appealing regions in terms of consumer
opportunity, but many companies across Asia are still struggling to effectively adopt a
cross-channel approach. Logistical challenges aside, there is much to achieve when
it comes to companies having a clear understanding of how consumers are using and
behaving across each channel, to build that single customer view.
When it comes to solving the cross-channel puzzle, key areas such as channel
influence, relevancy, targeting, and data accuracy remain crucial pieces for businesses.
Further, the paradigm shift in consumer purchase habits has compelled companies
which were once heavily reliant on traditional sales channels towards establishing
and integrating their online and offline presences to achieve a seamless experience.
As the waves of change continue to pound, there will be survivors and likewise,
casualties. For companies to stay abreast, they will need to rapidly adapt and
leverage what consumers have already provided them with – data. Those slow to act
will see their competitive advantage erode, and ultimately get swallowed up by the
digital deluge. There is no better time than right now to start listening to, and acting
on, the feedback from these engaged, demanding digital consumers.
Jeff Price
Managing Director
South East Asia, Experian
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METHODOLOGY

The goal of this report is to derive insights into consumer behavior trends relating to
digital marketing channel preferences, digital marketing consumption, content
relevancy, and data accuracy. Commissioned by Experian, IDC conducted an online
survey with 1,235 respondents across six Asian markets: Singapore, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Thailand, Hong Kong and China. Respondents had to be at least 18 years
old and had to own a mobile device (feature phone, smartphone, tablet with Wi-Fi/
cellular connection, or a connected wearable such as an Apple Watch or a Fitbit).
IDC’s analysis of respondents’ demographic profile and mobile device ownership
reveals the following:
• Age distribution of respondents was fairly consistent across markets. Malaysia,
Indonesia and China had a relatively higher proportion of young adults, from the
18-24 and 25-34 age segments.
• Smartphones are close to universal, owned by 97% of respondents, but feature
phones hang on at nearly 20%, hitting above 35% in Indonesia. This endurance
likely indicates the continued use of feature phones for basic tasks such as voice
and SMS, as well as widespread multiple device ownership.
• Tablet usage is widespread across the surveyed markets at an average use
approaching 50%.
• Connected wearables also check in with a significant ownership profile,
particularly in China.

98%
96.6%
95.2%
96.6%
99%
99%

Smartphone

8.3%
14.1%
35.6%
Feature
Phone

7.8%
23.1%
9.7%
38.7%
41.0%
60.6%
42.6%

WiFi/Cellular
Tablet

56.7%
56.3%
15.2%
12.7%
22.1%
8.8%

Wearable

21.2%
30.1%

Singapore
Malaysia
Indonesia
Thailand
Hong Kong
China
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KEY FINDINGS

The combination of rising incomes, increased consumption, acceleration of Internet
use, and the proliferation of mobile broadband access is unlocking massive
opportunities for mobile marketing in Asia.
Regional trends show that while “traditional” digital marketing channels including
SMS and email remain valuable, the rapid adoption of connected mobile devices in
parallel with the evolution of analytical software is pushing customer engagement to
“newer” channels including social media, chat applications, and app notifications.

57%

have made an
offline purchase
based on an ad
or promotion on
chat apps

CHINA

HONG KONG

58%

use social media
for search and
discovery of new
trends, brands
and products

THAILAND

78%

say they
receive too
much email

MALAYSIA

78%

use 2 or
more email
accounts

•••?

39%

say they prefer
to receive
promotions
via email

SINGAPORE

95%

deliberately
provide inaccurate
phone numbers
to marketers
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THE RISE OF OMNI-CHANNEL

The proliferation of mobile access creates the foundation to leverage a holistic
“omni-channel” approach utilizing multiple engagement methods including email,
SMS, social media, and chat apps for marketing promotions and campaigns.
There is increasing evidence that an omni-channel approach is helping to drive
purchasing behavior from online engagement to offline purchase, particularly in the
retail space.
Respondents across the region have made an offline purchase as a result of viewing
an online advertisement or promotion. Social media and chat apps are gaining
traction as channels of influence, although traditional channels like email and SMS
remain relevant.

38%
39%

SMS

46%
48%
29%

SMS

47%
27%
36%

!

57%
65%

App
notification

31%
54%
50%
51%
62%
62%
46%

Email

40%
38%
60%
74%
78%

Social media/
networks

35%
51%
21%
40%
58%
65%
27%

Social chat
apps

57%
Singapore
Malaysia
Indonesia
Thailand
Hong Kong
China
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17%
SMS

SMS

34%

Social media
– Increasingly
important
channel for
South East Asia
consumers,
particularly in
Indonesia,
Malaysia and
Thailand.

29%

13%

Chat apps
– Strongest
in China
and Thailand,
reflecting the
dominance of
WeChat and
LINE in these
markets.

7%

!!
App
Notification

Social Media/
Networks

Email

Social Chat
Apps

Top 3 types of ads that influence consumer’s buying behavior
26%
SINGAPORE

24%
24%
38%

MALAYSIA

33%
32%
59%
58%
58%

INDONESIA

52%
THAILAND

45%
44%

HONG KONG

45%
44%

52%
Ads in email
Ads in mobile apps
Ads in social media

48%
CHINA

Video ads on Web sites

42%
39%

Search ads
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ENGAGEMENT

SMS
– Remains
a relevant
channel,
particularly
strong in
China.

App
notifications
– While
relatively new,
shows strong
traction in
mobile-first
markets like
Thailand and
China.

Email
– The preferred
channel to
receive digital
marketing,
particularly in
Singapore and
Hong Kong.

THE RISE OF OMNI-CHANNEL

Preferred communication channels
Across the region, email still rules, but consumers are increasingly open to marketing
through social media channels.

ENGAGEMENT

THE RISE OF OMNI-CHANNEL

The consumer journey
Consumers are changing the way they search and make buying decisions.

SEARCH AND DISCOVERY

keyword

Social media is the top channel across all
six countries, with the highest number of
responses in Indonesia (67%)
and Thailand (58%).

TRIGGERING
PRODUCT
INTEREST

In Singapore, email was the primary
channel that drove purchase intent, while
social media was the top channel for
Malaysia, Thailand and Hong Kong respondents.

Social media is the top
channel for respondents in 4
countries: Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, and Hong Kong.

TRIGGERING
PURCHASE INTENT

In Indonesia, SMS
is most effective in
triggering product
interest for 62% of
respondents.

SMS

Chat apps rule
in China, with 48%
of respondents
citing the messaging platform’s
effectiveness in triggering an
unplanned purchase.

In Hong Kong,
video ads
are nearly
as effective as
social media, while
chat apps are most
effective in China,
reflecting the dominance
of WeChat and the connected
ease of digital payments.

FINDING GOOD DEALS
Email is the preferred channel
for Singapore respondents,
while social media and app
notifications dominate in
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand,
and Hong Kong.

PRICE

BIG
SALE

BEST
PRICE

Chat apps and app notifications
prove most effective in China.

BRAND ENGAGEMENT
Surprisingly, social media and chat apps do not rate
highly for brand engagement in the region.
Email is the most effective channel for brand
engagement in Singapore and Thailand,
while SMS is preferred in Hong Kong.
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CONTENT & INTEGRITY

Beware of information overload
Consumers across Asia are flooded with marketing messages, making consumer
backlash or indifference an inherent risk.
Indeed, more than 60% of all respondents noted receiving too many messages, with
email and social media channels leading the list. This result follows through across all
six markets, with the highest percentage of 81% respondents in Hong Kong receiving
too many messages via email, and the rest of the markets in the range of 57%-74%.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
SMS

Social media/
networks

Email

Social chat
apps

SMS

!!
App
notification

Consumers demand targeted content
Successful digital campaigns require actionable data on the target customer. Indeed,
in today’s fast-paced world, relevance to the consumer is increasingly critical to
convert intentions to sales, not only to drive revenue but also to maintain brand loyalty.
Among respondents, email ranks the highest for lack of relevance, particularly in
Malaysia and Thailand. Chinese consumers reported receiving irrelevant messages
across all channels, possibly indicating a high level of "spam" marketing content in
the country. Regardless, this concern over spam has real consequences for
marketing campaigns.
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

SMS

SMS

!
App
notification

Email

Singapore
Malaysia

Social media/
networks

Indonesia
Thailand
Hong Kong

Social chat
apps

China
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90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

SINGAPORE

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

THAILAND

HONG KONG

CHINA

Too much email
Email not relevant to my location/interests/preferences
Email does not give the impression the company knows me

When confronted with unwanted email, respondents tend to delete such messages,
while several more either chose to unsubscribe or filter out to the spam folders. In
essence, sending a high number of untargeted, irrelevant email to consumers may
not only be ineffective for a particular campaign, it may undermine the relationship
with the consumer.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
SINGAPORE

MALAYSIA

INDONESIA

THAILAND

HONG KONG

Delete
Hit the spam button
Hit the unsubscribe button
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100%

CONTENT & INTEGRITY

Taken to the next step, the reason most cited by respondents for unsubscribing from
marketing updates is email overload. This was followed by a lack of content
relevance and the belief that the brand did not know their needs.

MATTERS

CONTENT & INTEGRITY

Spam ranks high across all markets, with close to 22% of Indonesia respondents
most ready to hit the spam button compared to Thailand’s 10%. With consumers
increasingly flagging email as spam, this in due course alerts ISPs and mail providers
to eventually blacklist the marketing companies in question. Marketers are risking
strong aversion from consumers and must reconsider a tactical approach of sending
too many poorly targeted email messages.

21.2%

Indonesia

20.7%

Hong Kong

20.4%

China

14.7%

Singapore

14.6%

Malaysia

10.3%

Thailand

Poor intelligence inhibits accurate consumer targeting
Of course, a campaign’s targeting strategy is only as good as the data behind it.
Across the region, respondents admit to making errors in personal information, such
as address and name, when filling up forms.
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Address

Email

Singapore
Malaysia
Indonesia
Thailand
Hong Kong
China
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Phone
numbers

Name

Payment
details

One manifestation of this is that consumers maintain up to three email accounts and
in some cases, up to five. At least 50% of Indonesians maintain up to three accounts,
while in China this number is nearly 65%.

Different email for fun and games
Consumers tend to use their primary accounts to perform "secure" transactions,
including payments and banking. However, when it comes to applications such as
gaming, they rarely use their primary accounts.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Payments/
Banking

Shopping

Travel/
Hospitality

Gaming

Singapore
Malaysia
Indonesia
Thailand
Hong Kong
China
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MATTERS

Over 80% of Indonesian respondents have deliberately provided inaccurate
information about their age, name, email, address, gender and phone number.
Indonesians appear to be averse to being identified, and are acting individually to
block the anticipated deluge of irrelevant content.

CONTENT & INTEGRITY

Indonesian consumers wary of sharing personal data
When asked if they knowingly provide incorrect information, Indonesia is a major
outlier compared to the rest of the Asian markets which reported low levels of
deliberate practice.

THAILAND

COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS

Thailand is an emerging market with a growing economy, although income levels
remain lower than many of its ASEAN neighbors. That said, the survey showed that
device ownership is highly skewed towards smartphones, reflecting a sophisticated
mobile consumer.

The influence of advertising

Video continues to exert its influence in the advertising sphere, with 52% of
respondents citing that video ads on Web sites have either moderately or highly
influenced their purchasing intentions.

52%

Web site video ads

45%

Ads in mobile apps

44%

Ads in social media feeds

42%

Web site banner ads

39%

Search advertising

31%

Ads in email

Channel effectiveness in consumer buying cycle

Social media is most effective, followed by video ads and SMS. However, when it
comes to engaging brands, email is king.

58%

Social media

49%

Social media

53%

Video ads

47%

Video ads

keyword

Triggering Product
Interest

Search and
Discovery

51%

Social media

58%

Social media

42%

Video ads

54%

SMS

42%

SMS

HALF

PRICE

BIG
SALE

BEST
PRICE

Triggering Purchase
Intent

Finding
Good Deals

60%

Email

59%

Apps notifications

Social media
Video ads
SMS

Brand
Engagement

Email
Apps notifications
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57%

53%

10%

57% receive too much
email, driving them to
unsubscribe from
email marketing

Top response to
unwanted email is to
press the delete button

10% flag marketing
email as spam

Top 2 channels with irrelevant content:

62%
62%

Social
Media
Email

Digital marketing is driving offline purchases

Social media (78%) was the #1 channel driving purchases in an offline setting after
viewing an online ad or promotion, followed by app notifications (65%) and chat apps
(65%). The high scores indicate the need for marketers to adopt an omni-channel
approach to drive offline conversions based on digital campaigns.

Data integrity

Entering incorrect information
on forms is common, with Thai
respondents reporting errors in
all major fields such as email
address (23%) and address (26%).

78%

Social media/networks

65%

App notification

65%

Social chat apps

62%

Email

48%

SMS

When asked if they knowingly provide
inaccurate information, affirmative responses
ranged from 11% (inaccurate email) to 18%
(inaccurate age), which is a pretty significant
number concerning marketers' data integrity.

!

!

23%

26%

11%

18%

Wrong
email address

Wrong
address

Wrong
email

Wrong
age

To add to the complexity, 74% of consumers reported having two or more email
accounts. This makes it vital for marketers to ensure delivery to the correct or
preferred email account. For secondary email account usage, gaming was the #1
use case but 30% of people said that they use secondary accounts for travel and
hospitality. This could mean that nearly a third of travel/hospitality related
campaigns could be going into the "wrong" inbox!
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Pitfalls to a successful digital campaign

MALAYSIA

COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS

Malaysia has a strong economy with relatively high per capita income for Asia.
Device ownership is strongly skewed towards smartphones. Nearly 14% of mobile
consumers still use a feature phone and 12% use a connected wearable. While the
country does have strong mobile device ownership, Malaysian consumers are less
receptive to digital marketing compared to peers.

The influence of advertising

Social media continues to exert its influence in the advertising sphere, with 38% of
respondents citing that ads in social media feeds have either moderately or highly
influenced their purchasing intentions.

38%

Ads in social media feeds

33%

Web site video ads

32%

Ads in mobile apps

30%

Ads in email

29%

Search advertising

28%

Web site banner advertising

Channel effectiveness in consumer buying cycle

Social media ranks as very important in Malaysia across most use cases, followed by
video ads and app notifications. Malaysian consumers prefer using apps to connect
and engage with brands. Social media is the top channel and cited for receiving
promotional content, further reinforcing its strength.
49%

Social media

44%

Social media

37%

Video ads

40%

Video ads

37%

Apps notifications

keyword

Search and
Discovery

Triggering Product
Interest

44%

Social media

50%

Social media

40%

Video ads

46%

Apps notifications

HALF

PRICE

BIG
SALE

BEST
PRICE

Triggering Purchase
Intent

Finding
Good Deals

62%

Apps notifications

60%

Social media

Social media
Video ads
Apps notifications

Brand
Engagement
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78%

45%

15%

78% receive too much
email, driving them
to unsubscribe
from email marketing

Top response to
unwanted email is to
press the delete button

15% flag email
as spam

Top channel with irrelevant content:

66%

Email

Digital marketing is driving offline purchases

Social media (60%) is the #1 channel driving purchases in an offline setting after
viewing an online ad or promotion, followed by email (51%). The high figures indicate
the need for marketers to adopt an omni-channel approach to drive offline
conversions based on digital campaigns.

Data integrity

Entering incorrect information on
forms is common, with Malaysian
respondents reporting errors in all
major fields such as name (15%)
and address (22%).

60%

Social media/networks

51%

Email

40%

Social chat apps

39%

SMS

36%

App notification

Respondents have also knowingly provided
inaccurate information, with intentional
errors highest for address (17%) and phone
number (18%).

?

?

15%

22%

17%

18%

Wrong
name

Wrong
address

Wrong
address

Wrong
phone number

Multiple email account usage is also common, with 62% of consumers having 2 or
more email accounts. This makes it vital for marketers to ensure delivery to the
correct or preferred email account. For secondary email account usage, gaming
was the #1 use case but 25-26% of people said that they use secondary accounts
for travel, hospitality and shopping. This could mean that about a quarter of
shopping/travel/hospitality related campaigns could be going into the "wrong" inbox!
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Pitfalls to a successful digital campaign

SINGAPORE

COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS

Singapore has a strong economy and high per capita income. As in the rest of the
region, device ownership is skewed towards smartphones, and nearly 15% use a
connected wearable. Singaporean consumers are relatively less receptive to digital
marketing compared to their emerging market peers and prefer the more traditional
marketing channels.

The influence of advertising

Email marketing continues to be the most impactful channel, with 26% of
respondents citing that ads in email have moderately or highly influenced their
purchasing decisions.

26%

Ads in email

24%

Ads in social media feed

24%

Ads in mobile apps

19%

Web site video ads

18%

Search advertising

15%

Web site banner ads

Channel effectiveness in consumer buying cycle

Social media is important in Singapore primarily for search and discovery and
triggering product interest. However, for purchases, finding deals and engaging
brands, Singaporean consumers prefer using email.
31%

Social media

28%

Social media

24%

Email

25%

Video ads

keyword

Triggering Product
Interest

Search and
Discovery

27%

Email

34%

Email

24%

Social media

32%

Social media

HALF

PRICE

BIG
SALE

BEST
PRICE

Triggering Purchase
Intent

Finding
Good Deals

58%

Email

50%

Social media

Social media
Video ads

Brand
Engagement

Email
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70%

45%

15%

Although Singaporean
consumers prefer email,
70% receive too many
messages which drives
them to unsubscribe from
email marketing

Top response to
unwanted email is to
press the delete button

15% flag email
as spam

Top channel with irrelevant content:

59%

Email

Digital marketing is driving offline purchases

Email (50%) is the #1 channel driving purchases in an offline setting after viewing an
online ad or promotion. This result stands in stark contrast to other markets and
underlines how much Singaporeans prefer the more traditional email channel.
Marketers need to keep in mind that Singaporean consumers are highly discerning
and channels like SMS and app notifications are potential communication channels.

Data integrity

Entering incorrect information on
forms does happen but at a lower
occurrence in Singapore than other
markets. The most common errors
occur with addresses (22%)
compared to payment details (10%).

50%

Email

38%

SMS

38%

Social media/networks

27%

App notification

21%

Social chat apps

A lower percentage of Singaporean
consumers compared to other respondents
knowingly provide inaccurate information.
Intentional errors were highest for phone
number (17%) compared to gender (8%) and
age (10%).
?

22%

10%

17%

8%

10%

Wrong
address

Payment
details

Wrong
phone number

Wrong
gender

Wrong
age

Multiple email account usage is also common, with 77.5% of consumers having 2 or
more email accounts. This makes it highly important for marketers to ensure delivery
to the right or preferred email account.
For secondary email account usage, gaming was the #1 use case but 32-33% of
people said that they use secondary accounts for travel, hospitality and shopping.
This could mean that about a third of shopping/travel/hospitality related campaigns
could be going into the "wrong" inbox!
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Pitfalls to a successful digital campaign

INDONESIA

COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS

Indonesia is a key Asian emerging market, with a large population and a booming
economy. Indonesia's per capita income is lower than its neighbors in ASEAN,
reflected in the lower income levels of the respondents.

The influence of advertising

Search advertising is the most impactful channel, with 59% of respondents citing that
it has moderately or highly influenced their purchasing decisions.

59%

Search advertising

58%

Ads in mobile apps

58%

Ads in email

57%

Web site video ads

56%

Ads in social media feeds

50%

Web site banner ads

Channel effectiveness in consumer buying cycle

Indonesia exhibits the most nuanced and channel preference mix among the
countries surveyed. SMS is still an important channel for triggering product interest
and purchase, while social media and banner ads have a vital role to play.
67%

Social media

62%

SMS

63%

App notifications

56%

Video ads

keyword

Triggering Product
Interest

Search and
Discovery

57%

SMS

68%

55%

App notifications

68%

Social media
App notifications

65%

Email

HALF

PRICE

BIG
SALE

BEST
PRICE

Finding Good
Deals

Triggering Purchase
Intent

56%

Banner ads

55%

Social media

Social media
Video ads
SMS
Email

Brand
Engagement

Banner ads
Apps notifications
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75%

50%

21%

75% receive too many
messages, driving them
to unsubscribe from
email marketing

Top response to
unwanted email is to
press the delete button

21% flag email
as spam

Top channel with irrelevant content:

54%

Email

Digital marketing is driving offline purchases

Social media (74%) is the #1 channel driving purchases in an offline setting after
viewing an online ad or promotion, followed by email (62%) and chat apps (58%).
Marketers should adopt an omni-channel approach to drive offline conversions
based on digital campaigns.

Data integrity

Entering incorrect information on
forms is common, with Indonesian
respondents reporting errors in all
major fields such as payment
details (13%) and address (20%).

74%

Social media/networks

62%

Email

58%

Social chat apps

57%

App notification

46%

SMS

Indonesians are unique as an overwhelming
number of respondents knowingly provide
inaccurate information. The high rate of
intentional errors indicate that Indonesians
specifically do not want to be contacted by
marketers directly.

?

?

!

13%

20%

93%

94%

95%

Payment
details

Wrong
address

Wrong
name

Wrong
phone number

Wrong
email address

Multiple email account usage is also common, with 77.5% of consumers having 2 or
more email accounts. This makes it highly important for marketers to ensure delivery
to the right or preferred email account.
For secondary email account usage, gaming was the #1 use case but 22-26% of
people said that they use secondary accounts for travel, hospitality and shopping.
This could mean that nearly a quarter of shopping/travel/hospitality related
campaigns could be going into the "wrong" inbox!
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Pitfalls to a successful digital campaign

HONG KONG

COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS

Hong Kong has high per capita income and is a strong economy. Device ownership is
strongly skewed towards smartphones as 4G adoption is widespread.

The influence of advertising

Video advertisements have the most impact, with 33% of respondents citing that
these have moderately or highly influenced their purchasing decisions.

33%

Video ads on Web sites

28%

Ads in your mobile apps

24%

Ads in social media feed

21%

Banner ads on Web sites

20%

Search ads displayed when you search

19%

Ads in your email

Channel effectiveness in consumer buying cycle

Hong Kong is a difficult market for digital marketers as consumers are not easily
influenced by promotions. Instead, most Hong Kong consumers rely on digital
marketing to find deals and engage with brands. Marketers need to customize their
campaigns to match these behaviors.
63%

Video ads

25%

Social media

28%

Social media

24%

App notifications

keyword

Triggering Product
Interest

Search and
Discovery

23%

Social media

36%

SMS

23%

Video ads

33%

App notifications

20%

App notifications

HALF

PRICE

BIG
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BEST
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Triggering Purchase
Intent

Finding
Good Deals

61%

SMS

55%

App notifications

Social media
Video ads
SMS
Apps notifications

Brand
Engagement
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38%

45%

21%

Nearly 38% receive
too much email
as well as social media
promotions, driving them
to unsubscribe from
marketing campaigns

Top response to
unwanted email is to
press the delete button

21% flag marketing
email as spam

Digital marketing is driving offline purchases

Email (46%) is the #1 channel driving purchases in an offline setting after viewing an
online ad or promotion.

Data integrity

Entering incorrect information on
forms is common, with Hong Kong
consumers making errors in all
major fields such as name (13%)
and address (24%).

46%

Email

35%

Social media/networks

31%

App notification

29%

SMS

27%

Social chat apps

In Hong Kong, 87% of respondents
have 2 or more email accounts. This
is by far the highest in the region.

?

13%

24%

87%

Wrong
name

Wrong
address

More than 2
email accounts

This makes it vital for marketers to ensure delivery to the correct or preferred email
account. For secondary email account usage, gaming was the #1 use case but
29-32% of people said that they use secondary accounts for travel, hospitality and
shopping. This could mean that nearly a third of shopping/travel/hospitality related
campaigns could be going into the "wrong" inbox!
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Pitfalls to a successful digital campaign

CHINA

COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS

China is Asia's largest economy, with high per capita income and sustained growth.
Device ownership is strongly skewed towards smartphones as 4G adoption is
already widespread.

The influence of advertising

Video advertisements have the most impact, with 48% of respondents citing that
these moderately or highly influence their purchase decisions.

48%

Video ads on Web sites

42%

Ads in your social media feed

39%

Ads in your mobile apps

35%

Ads in your email

30%

Banner ads on Web sites

25%

Search ads displayed when you search

Channel effectiveness in consumer buying cycle

Chat apps dominate Chinese consumers, driving digital marketers to focus on this in
their marketing campaigns. Further, mobile consumers in China are heavy app users,
highlighting the need to tap into this unique consumer behavior and focus on
developing successful app notification campaigns.
47%

Social media

48%

Chat apps

47%

Chat apps

43%

Video ads

42%

Video ads

keyword

Search and
Discovery

Triggering Product
Interest

45%

Chat apps

51%

Social media

41%

Video ads

49%

App notifications

HALF

PRICE

BIG
SALE

BEST
PRICE

Triggering Purchase
Intent

Finding
Good Deals

70%

App notifications

64%

SMS

Social media
Chat apps
Video ads
Apps notifications

Brand
Engagement

SMS
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43%

46%

20%

Nearly 43% receive too
much email as well as
social media promotions,
driving them to
unsubscribe from
marketing campaigns

Top response to
unwanted email is to
press the delete button

20% flag marketing
email as spam

Digital marketing is driving offline purchases

Chat apps (57%) is the #1 channel driving purchases in an offline setting after
viewing an online ad or promotion.

Data integrity

57%

Social chat apps

54%

App notification

51%

Social media/networks

47%

SMS

40%

Email

Entering incorrect information on forms is
common and more recurrent than other
markets, with Chinese consumers
reporting errors in all major fields such as
payment details (27%) and address (30%).

In China, 74% of consumers
reported having 2 or more
email accounts.

27%

30%

74%

Payment
details

Wrong
address

More than 2
email accounts

This makes it vital for marketers to ensure delivery to the correct or preferred email
account. For secondary email account usage, gaming was the #1 use case but 22%
of people said that they use secondary accounts for travel and hospitality. This could
mean that nearly a quarter of travel/hospitality related campaigns could be going into
the "wrong" inbox!
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ESSENTIAL GUIDANCE

Marketers across Asia are rapidly expanding their use of digital marketing channels
in their efforts to reach consumers. With the rise of social media and chat apps, there
is now a plethora of digital channels available for use in the marketing mix. However,
there are several challenges to overcome, and a successful campaign requires that
marketers:
Adopt an omni-channel approach to customer targeting
Overreliance on a single marketing channel, such as SMS or email, will not work.
Depending on the country and its current state of digital sophistication, marketers
need to think carefully about the ideal marketing mix of channels to employ.
Tailor marketing messages to suit consumer preferences
The increasing range of marketing channels can tempt marketers to spread
resources as widely as possible. However, consumer preferences for receiving
promotional material shift by market and by specific use cases. Marketers must
incorporate these preferences, customizing their marketing campaigns accordingly.
Leverage the rise of visual and social media
Consumer attention is increasingly shifting towards video and social media which
correlates to increasing use of smartphones and tablets. The larger screens, backed
by higher and more reliable bandwidth, is a key reason why consumers are
gravitating towards more visual media. Marketers should pay more attention towards
visual media, including closely monitoring the activities and developing a marketing
attribution approach that tracks cross-channel influences on conversion.
Focus on quality over quantity
Beyond consumer preferences, marketers must also improve the quality of their
targeting and campaigns. A relevant marketing message will prompt a consumer to
respond positively, while a poorly targeted message can lead to apathy over time or
worse, drive a consumer to unsubscribe from email marketing or employ ad blocking.
Data quality and integrity must be prioritized
For marketers, the quality and integrity of the data collected on their target audience
is vital. Unfortunately, a significant number of consumers are providing incorrect
information when they fill out forms. In some markets like Indonesia, consumers are
deliberately providing incorrect information in a possible effort to evade targeting.
Marketers should initiate ways to reduce these "errors" and improve the quality of
their data sets.
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We are the leading global information services company, providing data and
analytical tools to our clients around the world. We help businesses to manage
credit risk, prevent fraud, target marketing offers and automate decision making.
We also help people to check their credit report and credit score, and protect
against identity theft. In 2015, we were named by Forbes Magazine as one of the
‘World’s Most Innovative Companies’.
We employ approximately 17,000 people in 38 countries and our corporate
headquarters are in Dublin, Ireland, with operational headquarters in Nottingham,
UK; California, US; and São Paulo, Brazil.
Experian plc is listed on the London Stock Exchange (EXPN) and is a constituent
of the FTSE 100 index. Total revenue for the year ended March 31, 2015, was
US$4.8 billion.
To find out more about our company, please visit http://www.experianplc.com or
watch our documentary, ‘Inside Experian’.

Contact:
Sean Yeo
Solutions Marketing Manager,
South East Asia & Greater China
T: +65 6593 7597
Email: sean.yeo@experian.com
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International Data Corporation (IDC) is the premier global provider of market
intelligence, advisory services, and events for the information technology,
telecommunications and consumer technology markets. IDC helps IT professionals,
business executives, and the investment community make fact-based decisions on
technology purchases and business strategy. More than 1,100 IDC analysts provide
global, regional, and local expertise on technology and industry opportunities and
trends in over 110 countries worldwide. For 50 years, IDC has provided strategic
insights to help our clients achieve their key business objectives. IDC is a subsidiary
of IDG, the world's leading technology media, research, and events company.

Contact:
Deepa Balan
Engagement Manager
T: +65 6829 7550
Email: dbalan@idc.com
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